
ROOTING YOUR TEMPLE BODY

-   Cycle 1  -
Graceful Warrior
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Graceful Warrior Archetype: The Graceful Warrior connects us to the qualities of

discernment, strength, and grace. She embodies balance and the union of the masculine and the

feminine: the Sacred Marriage. She is rooted in herself and armed with a sword of discernment,

embodying her inner cross. The Graceful Warrior has an embodied sense of power connected with the

solar plexus chakra. She knows how to surrender and trust in the great mystery as she moves through

life’s transitions with ease.



The Seven Attributes of the Graceful Warrior

The Seven Attributes of the Graceful Warrior within Temple Body Arts are a
reminder to stay centered in your embodied power:

❖ The Graceful Warrior is grounded in both body and mind.

❖ The Graceful Warrior recognizes her self-worth.

❖ The Graceful Warrior is open and receptive.

❖ The Graceful Warrior realizes embodied wisdom.

❖ The Graceful Warrior is courageous and humble.

❖ The Graceful Warrior embodies the Inner Cross, the balance of creative power (divine

feminine) with discernment (divine masculine) to experience the sacred marriage.

❖ The Graceful Warrior can invoke Kali and Durga’s energy, destroying or changing that which

does not serve and taking action guided with her Innate Wisdom.

The Inner Cross: Metaphorically, everyone embodies an inner cross. Imagine a cross inside your

body. The cross’s vertical axis represents the masculine principle. The sturdy vertical sword of integrity

can cut away with precision and penetrate with clarity. It aligns you with pure consciousness. The cross’s

horizontal axis represents the feminine principles as an extension of your heart, widening out like wings.

It is enveloping, nurturing, and opening to receive grace.

In the center of the cross where the masculine and feminine principles meet in balance lives

your inner diamond/gem, which glows with your pure essence and value. The inner diamond/GEM is

activated when the sacred marriage is alive, and you experience a fullness within. Your inner

diamond/gem radiates the magnetic frequency of your divine essence.

I invite you to commit to yourself within this journey and take action with
your sword of discernment. The more you commit to what you truly desire and show up for

yourself in each moment, the more you create the space for your sacred dreams to be birthed.
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Sword of discernment: The Graceful Warrior invites you to activate your inner Sword of

Discernment. It is imperative to honor your sacred NO and your sacred YES, to know what aligns with

your truth and integrity. She asks you to step forward into the world and take action, say NO, and cut

away what no longer serves to live your highest YES. Your sword allows you to focus, penetrate, discern

and move forward with grace while at the same time knowing when to let go into love and surrender

into the unknown fully.

Bamboo Core: One way to cultivate your Sword of Discernment within your Temple Body is by

activating your bamboo core. In Bamboo Spirit, you learned about your Bamboo Core and Sushumna

Channel. Graceful Warrior is about going deeper in accessing your bamboo core as your center for

cultivating balance, strength, and Integrity. The bamboo core is the central energy channel in your

Temple Body and is also known as the inner flute, Sushumna channel, and hollow bamboo.

As you engage your midline physically and energetically through the
various Temple Body Arts practices, including the Bandhas and Sushumna breathing, you

activate and align with your Bamboo Core. These practices emphasize a strong focus on your midline and

core and how to bring your awareness into each of your endpoints. The awareness of your endpoints

allows you to create more space in your body. The more connected to your foundation and your core,

the more balance you will feel in your body and the more freedom you have to expand, extend and take

flight.
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Chakras

Graceful Warrior awakens innate power and embodied confidence. This module will explore and

activate the solar plexus chakra, connecting you to your power, courage, and divine will.

Solar Plexus Chakra
Chakra: Third | Sanskrit:  Manipura

Color: Yellow   | Element: Fire   | Bija Sound Mantra: RAM

Location: Between the navel and the solar plexus.

Themes: Personal Power, Purpose, Strength, Confidence, Self-Esteem, Divine
Will.

Gifts: A clear and open solar plexus chakra gives you a strong sense of who
you are and allows you to transform your inner fire and turn inertia into
action to move forward.

Challenges: Low self-worth, personal power and control issues, lack of
confidence.

Mantra: “I stand firm in my power and express my truth.”  “I am focused. I am
powerful. I am resilient.”
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Invoking the Graceful Warrior for Protection

As a shining bright light, people can be attracted to you like moths to a
flame. It is up to you to know when to open yourself and allow someone else's energy into your space

and not. Your time and energy are precious, and each moment is sacred, so choose wisely how you

spend your time and energy. If you tend to attract people into your life that drain you emotionally, this

may indicate that you are allowing this to occur on some level. You have the power to choose differently

and create boundaries.

If you are to walk through life empowered, setting and honoring your boundaries is

essential. As you strengthen your Sword of Discernment and honor your sacred time and space, you will

naturally be able to stand firm in your power and boundaries. Boundaries can be energetic, mental,

emotional, physical, and more.

Pay attention to your relationships and notice when people give energy or drain your

energy. Some people are not aware enough to read your boundaries or body language. The graceful

warrior protects and honors her energy in all situations.

Protection practice

Call upon the Graceful Warrior to cut away anything that does not serve you as you create a

hood or a bubble around you through visualization. Only allow the energy that you consciously invite

into your space. You can call forth other guides as well for protection.

Repeat this mantra for protection: “I align with the highest frequency of
love. Nothing can touch me but love. I am safe to express my full radiant self.”

Archangel Michael
Another guide on my path has been Archangel Michael. Remember, we are not alone

in our circle of mysticism. Archangel Michael is an angel you can call upon when facing adversities or

inner battles. You can call upon him for protection by visualizing his blue sphere of light in your auric field

for absolute divine protection or by visualizing his golden shield of protection fully around you like a

cylinder. You can ask him to use his sword to cut and sever etheric cords that are entangled within your

energetic field from all time and space.
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Explore what resonates with you in creating a protection practice. You can do

protection practices each day or before you enter situations that can drain your energy.

Daily Practices

❖ Be with the Graceful Warrior. Upon waking, do what makes you feel powerful and

connect with your Sword of Discernment.

❖ Free write three Morning Pages. Create a morning practice to write, empty the mind,

and dialogue with different aspects of yourself.

❖ Complete the Graceful Warrior Video.

❖ Set aside time to connect with your Protection Practice. You can do this each day and

before you enter situations that seem to drain your energy.

❖ Adorn yourself as the Graceful Warrior you are. What makes you feel sexy,

strong, confident, agile, and ready for anything? Think bold colors with yellow or gold

incorporated!

❖ Connect with the solar plexus chakra. Repeat the mantras for the chakra.
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Reflection Questions

1. What area of your life are you ready to bring in more graceful warrior energy, cultivating focus,

discernment, and confidence?

2. Reflect on where in your life you need to hold stronger boundaries. How do you hold yourself in

relationships with others? Where do you give your power away?

3. What are three things in your life you would like to cut away with discernment?

4. What does your protection practice look like?
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